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Abstract 
In this second part we extend the presentations in the first part to classes of multirelations, give 
presentations for algebraic and matrix theories in terms of (symmetric) strict monoidal categories, 
and give some weaker systems of axioms to present the classes of relations studied in the first part. 
(By ‘weaker systems of axioms’ we mean the following: these systems of axioms give bigger varieties 
in which the corresponding classes of relations are still initial algebras.) 
1. Multirelations 
The phenomenon of multiplicity appears whenever any fact takes place for several 
reasons and we wish to study not only the fact itself but also the reasons for which it 
takes place. In our particular case the fact is (i,j)Effor a relationfia+b, a, bcS* and 
i~[lal],j~[lbl]. The reason for this is the existence of a way to connect i withj. If we 
want to take multiplicity into account, then we have to refine relations to multi- 
relations, whose theory MRels is given by the sets 
MRels(a,b)={f:[lal] x [lbl]-+Nlf(i,j)#O * ai=bj} 
Here, for i~[ 1 al], je[ 1 b I] the value f(i, j)EN gives the number of different ways in 
which i is connected with j. 
The aim of this section is to extend the presentations listed in [l,Table 31 from 
relations to multirelations. The extension is surprisingly easy: only the axiom G must 
be removed. 
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First we have to define operations on MRel,. Every MRelS(a, b) may equivalently 
be presented as the set of all matrices (fij)ia[lall,je[lbll over the semiring (N, +;,O, 1) 
which obey fij#O 3 Ui= bj. But we prefer to define the operations in the general 
setting of matrices over an arbitrary semiring. 
(By definition, a semiring (A, $, ., 0,l) is a commutative monoid with respect to 
addition with neutral element 0, a monoid with respect to multiplication with neutral 
element 1, with multiplication distributing over addition and such that a. 0 = 0. a = 0 
for each USA.) 
Definition 1.1. Let R =(R, $, ., 0,l) be a semiring. Define the theory J!(R), of 
S-sorted matrices with entries in R by 
x(R)&,b)= ((J,). L, Is[lal]. je[lbl] IfiieR and (fij+‘O * ai=bj)). 
Composition is the usual composition of matrices: for f=(fij)i,j:a~b and 
g=(gjk)j,k:b~C the composite isfY’(%j,rlbllfil.gj~)i,~. The sum is 
Constants are: the usual identity 
T, is the unique ‘matrix’ with 0 lines of length (al; I” is the unique ‘matrix’ with 
0 columns of length Ial; /\“=(l,, 1,). 
An easy verification shows that all the axioms in [l,Table 11, except G, hold in 
A(Rs). 
When R is the semiring (N, +;,O, 1) the above construction d(R), gives by 
definition the theory of multirelations MRels. If R is the boolean semiring 
({O,lj, U,‘, O,l)withxuy=Oiffx=O=yandx.y=liffx=l=y,then~(R),isthe 
theory of ordinary relations Rels defined in the introduction in [l]. If R is the semiring 
of relations over a set (of memory states) A, i.e. (9(A x A), union, composition, 0, id), 
then A(R), is the basic semantic model for nondeterministic flowchart algorithms 
ReI(A),, cf. [S] and Ref. 7 in [l]. 
We may define two functions Rel S $ MReIs by: for a relation fERelS(u, b), 
cp(f)EMReI,(u, b) is the one-way multirelation given by cp(f)(i,j)=‘if (i,j)~fthen 1, 
else 0’; for a multirelationfEMRels(u, b), $(f)ERels(u, b) is the relation (i,j)E$(f) iff 
f(i, j) # 0. Note that cp$ = lRel,. 
Having defined the operations in MRels we may easily check that the above 
function II/ preserves all the operations, which means that it is in fact a morphism. 
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Since $ is surjective, MRel, is projected via $ onto Rel,. Since the function cp is 
injective, Rel, is embedded via cp into MRelS. However, cp is not a morphism: it 
preserves all the operations except composition. For example, cp(A”. V,)= 1, while 
cp(A’)cp(V,)= 2,, where 2,EMRel,(s, s) is 2,(1,1) = 2. 
Second, we have to define the new classes xy-MRel, for restrictions xc{a, b, c,d) 
and Y E {a, P, Y, S> as in [ 1, Table 21. The definition is the same as in the case of xy-RelS, 
cf. subsection g of the introduction in [l], with the convention in (1.1) that the bijective 
multirelations are precisely the usual ones, i.e. those in q(Bis). For example, the 
multirelation k,:s+s for SGS, keN, given by k,(l, l)= k is considered bijective iff k= 1. 
It is easy to see that for x~{a, b} or y~(oc, /?} the restriction of cp to xy-Rels preserves 
composition; hence it is a morphism. Consequently, for such xy the structures xy-Rel, 
and xy-MRel, are isomorphic via cp, i.e. cp is bijective and preserves sum, composition, 
1 ‘Xb, AZ when m satisfies x, and V”, when n satisfies y. This shows that the 
x;-multirelations actually refine the xy-relations if and only if both V and 
A occur in the signature corresponding to xy. 
In the case of multirelations there are results similar to [l, Theorems 3.1 and 3.21, 
but simpler. Every representation, i.e. decomposition f=fJ& that satisfies (i) in 
Theorem 3.1, automatically satisfies 
(i’) there are exactlyf(j, i) pairs (k, k’)Efi such that (j, k)Efi and (k’, i)~f~. Hence, for 
every decomposition the numbers mj=C. dbllf(j~ i) and h=,&s~lollf(j~ i) in (i) are 
uniquely determined byf: We state these results in Propositions 1.2 and 1.3. 
Proposition 1.2. EveryfeMRels(a, b) may be written in a unique way asf=fI fzf3 such 
that conditions (i) and (iii) in [l, Theorem 3.11 are fuljilled. 
Proposition 1.3. Zff;fi’fi is a representation ofjEMRel,(a, b) and fif2f3 is the unique 
representation given by Proposition 1.2, then there exist hjEBis(mjaj,mjaj)for jE[lal] 
and giEBis(nib;, nibi)for iE[lbl] such that 
An xy-Mobject is defined similarly to the corresponding xy-object (cf. [l, Definition 
4.1)) but using only conditions IPGIP3, i.e. IP4 is dropped. By Proposition 1.3 and 
the proof of [l,Theorem 4.11 we get the following corresponding theorem. 
Theorem 1.4. Let B be an ssmc. Iffor every SGS an xy-hrlobject (s, A”,, V:) in B is given, 
then there exists a unique ssmc morphism 
H : xy-MReIs -+ B 
such that for every sgS 
H(s) = s, 
H(As,)=A”,, 
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for every m satisfying x, and 
H(V:)=V;, 
for every n satisfying y. 
The analysis in Sections 5 and 6 in [l] holds for multirelations too. Hence, we get 
the following corollary. 
Corollary 1.5. Let XE {a, b, c, d} and YE {cc, /?, y, S} be a restriction as in [l, Table 23, and 
let gxY be our set of equations in [1, Table 31 that gives a presentation of xy-Rel, as an 
initial abstract data type. Then cY~~\{G) p rovides a presentation of xy-MRels as an 
initial abstract data type. 
2. On algebraic theories 
This concept was introduced by Lawvere (Ref. [ 181 in Cl]). Its first use in computer 
science was made by Eilenberg and Wright [2]. Elgot (Ref. [ll] in Cl]) used them in 
the study of flowchart schemes. Later on, they were frequently used in the study of the 
semantics of the deterministic program (Refs. [12,16,23,22,13,15] in Cl]). The group 
ADJ generalized them to the concept of S-sorted algebraic theory. We generalize them 
by the replacement of the free monoid S* by an arbitrary monoid M. 
Definition 2.1. We say that T is an M-theory if: 
(i) T is a category whose objects are the elements of the monoid (M, + , e); 
(ii) for every a, b,ceM there exists a distinguished morphism (a, b,c)E 
T(b, a + b + c) whose meaning is ‘the inclusion of b in a + b + c’, such that 
(TAl) <e, a, e> = l,, 
(TA2) (a,b,c)(a’,a+b+c,c’)=(a’+a,b,c+c’); 
(iii) for feT(a, c) and gE T(b,c) there exists a unique (f,g)~T(a+ b,c), called the 
tupling off and g, such that 
(TA3) <e,a,b>(f,g>=f, 
(TA4) (a,b,e><J;g>=g. 
We list some consequences of Definition 2.1. 
First we show that for every aE M the set T(e, a) is a singleton. Since (e, e, a) is an 
element in T(e,a) the set is not empty. Iff,gGT(e,a) then by using TA3 and TA4 one 
gets f = (e, e, e) (f, g ) = g. In the sequel the unique element of T(e, a) is denoted by T,. 
PA51 (a,e,b>=T,+b. 
(TA6) T, f = T, for fg T(a, b). 
(TA7) h=((e,a,b)h,(a,b,e)h) for hET(a+b,c). 
(TW <f; Tb) =f= <Tb,f > for fe T(a, b). 
(TW ((f,g>,h)=(f;(g,h>> forfET(a,d), gET(b,d) and hcT(c,d). 
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Proof (for TA9). As 
(e,a,b)(e,a+b,c)(f,(g,h))=(e,a,b+c)(f,(g,h))=f 
and 
(a,b,e)(e,a+b,c)(f;(g,h))=(a,b,c)(f,(g,h)) 
=(e,b,c)(a,b+c,e)(f,(g,h)) 
=(c,b,c)<g,h)=g, 
we deduce (e, a + b, c) (f; (g, h)) = (J g ). Therefore, as 
(a+b,c,e)(f,(g,h))=(b,c,e)(a,b+c,e)(f,(g,h))=(b,c,e)(g,h)=h, 
we obtain TA9. 0 
The following proposition shows that the present S*-theories coincide with the 
usual S-sorted algebraic theories. 
Proposition 2.2. Let T be u category fulfilling (i) and (ii) from Dejinition 2.1. The 
category T is an M-theory iffor every n>O and everyf;:ET(ui, b), iE[n], there exists 
a unique morphism ( fi, . . . , fn)ET(ul+...+u,,b) such thutfor every iE[n] 
(Ul+'..+Ui_1,Ui,Ui+1+...+U,)(fi,...,fn)=fi 
Proof. The proof of sufficiency is similar to the corresponding proof from the case of 
classical algebraic theories, so we only prove the necessity. Let T be an M-theory. The 
set of morphisms of T whose target is b endowed with tupling is a monoid. Therefore, 
the tupling may be extended in the usual way to an arbitrary number of operands. 
LetfiE T(ui, b) for iE[n]. If ig[n], then 
(Ul+."+Ui~1,Ui,Ui+1+'..+U")(fi,...,fn) 
=(e,Ui,Ui+l+"'+U,)(U,+"'+Ui-~,Ui+.~.+U,,e)((f~,...,fi~~), 
(A . ..&I>> 
=(e,Ui,Ui+1+...+U,>(fi,(fi+1,...,fn>>=fi. 
To show uniqueness we prove by induction on n 20 that for every 
fgT(u,+...+u,,b) we have 
f=((e,u~,u~+~~~+a,)f;(u,,u,,u,+~~~+u,)~...,(u,+~~~+u,-,,u,,e)f). 
For n=O the equality is obvious. If fE T(uI + ... +~,+a,+ 1, b), then using the 
inductive hypothesis we obtain 
(e, 4 + ~~~+u",u"+l)f 
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therefore, 
f=((e,ul+...+u,,u,+l)f;(u,+.,.+u,,u,+,,e)f) 
=((e,ul,uz+...+u,+l)f;...,(ul+...+u,,u,+l,e)f). q 
(TAlO) (fi, . . . . fn)g=(frg, . . . . f.g) iffigr(ui,b) for i~[n] and gET(b,c). 
We define the sum offs r(u, b) and gE T(c, d) by 
f+s=(f<e,b,d),g<b,d,e)). 
We list some properties of the sum: 
(TAl 1) (f+ g) + h = f + (g + k) for f~ T(u, b), gE T(c, d) and kE T(u, II). 
(TA12) f+ l,=f= l,+f: 
(TA13) l,+ l,= lab. 
(TA14) (f+u)(g,o)=(fg,uu) for&T(u,b), gET(b,c), ueT(u’,b’) and vET(b’,c). 
(TA15) (f+ u)(g + v) =fg + uu for f+s T(u, b), gE T(b, c), UE T(u’, b’) and UE T(b’, c’). 
(TA16) (u,b,c)=T,+lb+T,. 
Note that every M-theory is an smc. 
For a, beM we define Y,,~E T(u + b, b + a) by 
Ya,b=<Tb+la, lb+T,). 
We list some properties of y: 
(TA17) Ya,b’Yb,a=la+b. 
(TA18) ~e,a= L=Y,,,. 
(TAW ~a,b+E=(~o,b+ L)(~,+Y,,.). 
(TA20) yn, b ( g,f > = ( f, g> for fE r(a, c) and gE T(b, c). 
(TA21) y,,,(g +f )=(f+ghb,d forfe 7%~ b) and gE T(c, 4. 
Note that every M-theory is an ssmc. 
For UE M we define V,,E r(u + a, a) by 
We list some properties of V: 
(TA22) y,,,V,=V,. 
(TA23) (V,+l,)V,=(l,+V,)V,. 
(TA24) V,= 1,. 
(TA25) V,, b = (l,+Yb,a+lb)(Va+Vb). 
(TA26) (f +f )V, = V, f for f~ r(u, b). 
(TA27) (f; g) = (f + g )V, for fE T(u, c) and gE T(b, c). 
(TA28) (Tb+f)Vb=f=(f+Tb)Vb forfET(u,b). 
Note that the identities A, B, C, SVl-SV4 from the introduction in [l] hold in every 
M-theory; therefore, every M-theory is an ad-ssmc. 
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Definition 2.3. An M-theory is said to be pointed if for every aEM, a distinguished 
morphism l”~T(a,e) is given such that I”+ lb= I”+b for every a, bE M. 
Note that the identities D, E, SVl” and SV2” from the introduction in [l] hold in 
every M-pointed theory; therefore every pointed M-theory is a b&ssmc. 
Definition 2.4. Let T and T’ be two M-theories. A functor H: T-+T’ which preserves 
the objects is said to be an M-theory morphism if 
(i) H((u,b,c))=(a,b,c) for a,b,cEM, and 
(ii) H(<f;g))=(H(f),H(g)) forfET(a,c) and gET(b,c). 
From a technical viewpoint the commutation conditions may be weakened to 
(1) H(fg)=H(f)H(g) forfET(a,b) and gET(b,c), and 
(2) H( (a, b, c)) = (a, b, c) for a, b, CE M. 
Indeed,H(l.)=H((e,a,e))=(e,u,e)=l,,andforf~T(u,c)andgET(b,c)byapplying 
HtoidentitiesTA3andTA4wededuce(e,a,b)H((f;g))=H(f)and(a,b,e)H((1;g)) 
=H(g); hence, H(<f;g))=<H(f),H(g)). 
We note that the S *-theory morphisms coincide with the S-sorted algebraic theory 
morphisms existing in the literature, cf. Ref. [21] in [l] for example. 
Proposition 2.5. Let T and T’ be two M-theories. H: T+ T’ is an M-theory morphism if 
and only tf H is an smc morphism such that H(u)=u for every UEM. 
For the pointed M-theory the morphisms must preserve the distinguished mor- 
phism I” for aEM. 
Identities TA16 and TA27 show that in an M-theory the distinguished morphisms 
(a, b, c) and the tupling, respectively, may be defined in terms of the sum and the 
distinguished morphisms T, and V,. As in our conception regarding the flowchart 
schemes the sum is preferred to the tupling as a basic operation, we give in the sequel 
an equivalent definition to the M-theory concept which uses the sum as a basic 
operation. 
To do this we shall use a ‘nonpermutable’ concept (Definition 2.6). To explain the 
term ‘nonpermutable’ we note that the axioms used to define the concept of ssmc, 
except B6 and BlO, have a common property: the same variables appear in the same 
order both on the left-hand side and the right-hand side. In B6 and BlO two variables 
are permuted. We think that a nonpermutable algebra, i.e. a calculus having the latter 
property, may be useful and we use it in Sections 11, 12 and in Ref. [S] in [l]. 
Definition 2.6. The concept of nonpermutable strict monoid category (nsmc for short) is 
obtained from that of smc by replacing axiom B6 from the introduction in [l] by its 
weaker forms: 
(f+ld)(g+h)=fg+h forf:u+b, g:b-+c and h:d-+d’; 
(f+g)(l,,+h)=f+gh forf:d’+d, g:a-+b and h:b-+c. 
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Definition 2.7. Let (T, +, e) be an nsmc. We say that f~ T(a, b) and gE T(c, d) permute 
and we write 
fpg iflf+s=U,+g)(f+ld 
Note that B6 from the introduction in [l] holds iff u P g, 
We list the main properties of relation P: 
(Pl) fP 1, and 1, Pf: 
(P2) fPg implies l,+fPg andfPg+l,. 
(P3) f+ 1, P g is equivalent to fP 1, +g. 
(P4) fPh and gPh implyfgPh. 
(PS) h Pf and h P g imply h Pfg. 
Proposition 2.8. Let (T, +, e) be an nsmc such that for every object a, T(e, a) = {T,} and 
f PT, for every morphism f: If for every object a there is a distinguished morphism 
V,E T(a + a, a) such that for every fe T(a, b) 
(1) v,f=(f+f)v, and 
(2) (L+Tb+fF,+ ld)Vc+b= L+f, 
then Tis an Oh(T)-theory such that V,= (l,, 1,) andf+g=( f (e, b,d),g(b,d,e))for 
every fe T(a, b) and gE T(c, d). 
Proof. From (2) for c = e we deduce 
(3) (T*+f)V,=f forfgT(a,b). 
From (2) for f = 1, we deduce (1, + T,)V, = 1,; therefore, 
(4) (f+T6)Vb=f forfET(a,b). 
For fgT(a,b), as T,+f=(T,+ Ml,+f )=(T,+ l,)(l,+Tb+f (T,+ k,))V,+,=(T,+, 
+f (TE+ lb))Vcfb=f (T,+ lb) we deduce 
(5) T,P1: 
For every object a, b, c we define 
(a,b,c)=T,+lb+T,. 
It is easy to see that TAl and TA2 hold. 
For fE T(a, c) and gE T(b, c) we define 
<.Ls>=(f+s)Vc. 
It is easy to see that TA3 and TA4 hold. To prove uniqueness in (iii) of Definition 2.1 
we suppose hE T(a + b, c), (e, a, b) h =f and (a, b, e) h = g and we deduce 
<f,g>=(U,+T,)h+(T,+Mh)V,=(1,+T,+,+l,)(h+h)V, 
=(l,+T,+,+lb)Va+bh=(lo+lb)h=h. 
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IffE T(a, b) and C.JE T(c, d) then 
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=(f’+ lc)(lb+ Td+&?(Tb+ ld))Vb+d 
=(f+ L)ub+g)=f+g. 0 
Corollary 2.9. An a&ssmc is an algebraic theory if and only iffor every fE T(a, b) 
(i) T,f = T,, 
(ii) V,f=(f+f)V,. 
3. On matrix theories 
The concept presented in the sequel is the extension to arbitrary monoids of the 
concept of matrix theory introduced by Elgot [3]. 
Let T be an M-theory whose opposite is an M-theory too. We fix the following 
notation. 
(1) [a, 6, C]E T(a + b + c, b) for the distinguished morphisms of the opposite M- 
theory. 
(2) For fET(c,a) and gET(c, 6) let [Ag]~T(c,a+b) be the target-tupling (the 
opposite tupling). 
(3) Let I” be the unique element of T(a,e). 
(4) Oa,b= I” T, for a,bEM. 
Definition 3.1. A matrix M-theory is an M-theory whose opposite is an M-theory such 
that for a, b, CE M 
(TMl) (a,b,c)Ca,b,cl=l,, 
(TM2) (e, a, b + c) [a + b, c, e] = O,,,, 
(TM3) (a+b,c,e)[e,a,b+c]=O,,.. 
Note that every matrix M-theory is pointed. 
We do not intend in this paper to make a detailed study of this concept. We only 
give some identities and one example. 
(TM4) (a,b,c+d+u)[a+b+c,d,u]=O,,, for a,b,c,d,uEM. 
(TM5) (a+b+c,d,u)[a,b,c+d+u]=Od,b for a,b,c,d,uEM. 
Proof (for TM4). 
<a,b,c+d+u)[a+b+c,d,u]=(e,b,c+d)(a,b+c+d,u) 
=(e,b,c+d)[b+c,d,e]=Ob,d. 0 
The first fact we wish to remark on is the coincidence of the opposite sum with the 
sum. This is the reason why we do not introduce the opposite sum as an operation. 
First we prove that 
(TM6) l”+l,+Ic=[a,b,c] for a,b,c~M. 
Proof (for TM6). From the equalities 
(e,a,b+c)Ca,b,cl=O,,b, 
<4kc)C~,hcl=hJ, 
(a + 6, G e> Cc 6, cl = Oc,b, 
we deduce [a, b, c] = (Oa,b, b, 1 O,b)=(I~+lb+~)(Tb,lb,Tb)=la+lb+~. 
For fs r(u, b) and gE T(c, d), as 
(f+g)Ce,b,dl=(f+g)(l,+Id)=f+I’=(l,+~)f=[e,u,c]f 
and 
(f+9)[b,d,el=(f+g)(Ib+ld)=I~+g=(~+l,)g=[U,C,e]g, 
using the uniqueness of the target-tupling we deduce 
therefore, the sum is equal to the opposite sum. 0 
In the sequel we prefer to use I”+ lb+ 1’ instead of [a, b, c]. 
As I/a,b(lb+l’)=~+lb and YII,b(lb+lU)=l~+~b We deduce Ya,b=[l’+lb, 
l,+ Lb]. This equality shows that the opposite of yb,a is yo,b. 
The opposite of V, is by definition 
A”= [l,, l,]. 
In conclusion, the opposites of identities TAl-TA28 are true. 
(TM7) V;A’=(A=+A”)(l,+y,,,+l,)(V,+V,). 
Proof (ofTM7). We apply TA26 and TA25. 0 
In T(u, b) we introduce the operation u by 
Note thatfUg=A”(f,g)=[f,g]Vb. 
We mention without proof that (T(u, b), LJ, O,,,) is a commutative monoid, com- 
position is distributive over u and for every UEM, T(u, a) is a semiring with respect to 
LJ and composition. 
(TM8) (fug)+(uuu)=(f+u)u(g+v) forJ; gcT(u,b) and u,u~T(c,d). 
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Definition 3.2. A matrix M-theory is said to be idempotent if l,ula= 1, for every 
aEM. 
In an idempotent matrix M-theory u is idempotent, sum is distributive over and 
(TMI) AW, = 1,. 
Note that all the equations given in the introduction in [l] as a presentation of Rel, 
hold in an idempotent matrix theory; therefore, every idempotent matrix theory is 
a d&ssmc. 
Using the opposite of Proposition 2.8 we may obtain another definition of the 
concept of matrix theory using the distinguished elements A“ and I”. 
Proposition 3.3. Let T be an M-theory such that T(a, e) = {I”} for every object a. If the 
distinguished elements IYE T(a, a + a) satisfy the axioms 
fA’=N(f+f) forfET(a,b), 
K+*(l,+Tb+.+ lb)= l,,+b, 
then T is a matrix M-theory. If 
A”V,= 1, for every object a, 
then T is idempotent. 
Corollary 3.4. A d&ssmc is a matrix theory if and only iffor every fe T(a, b) 
(i) T,f = Tb, (i”) f I*=I(I, 
(ii) v,f=(f+f Iv,, (ii”) fA* = A”( f+f ). 
The following proposition gives an equivalent definition for the concept of matrix 
M-theory which has u as a basic operation. 
Proposition 3.5. Let T be an smc such that (T(a, b), u, O,, *) is a commutative monoid for 
every a and b objects of T and composition is distributive over u. If the following 
identities hold, 
(i) O,,f= OC, b and fOb,E = O,,, for fE T(a, b), 
(ii) O,,,= 1, and Oa,b+Oc,d=Oa+c,b+d, 
(iii) l,&= (la+ob,b)u(o,,a+lb), 
then T is a matrix Oh(T)-theory. 
Proof. For every object a we denote T, = O,,, and I”= O,,.. For fE T(e, a) note that 
f=l,f=O,,,f=O,,.=T,; therefore, T(e,a)={T,}. Similarly, T(a,e)={l”}. 
WedefineV,=(l,+I”)u(l”+l,)andA”=(l,+T,)u(T,+l,).Forf~T(a,b)notethat 
(f+f)V,=(f+f)((l,+ l*)u(l*+ lb))=(f+ l”)u(l”+f)=(la+ l=)fu(l=+ 1,)f 
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=[(I,+ I”)u(~“+ l,)]f=VJand /\“(f+f)=f/\*. Note that (l,+Tb+T,+ lb)Vo+b= 
(l.+T,+T,+lb)[(Io+b+I~+* )u(l’+*+ l.+b)]=(l.+T/,+ l*)u(l’+ T,+ lb)= 
(l,+Ob,b)u(O,,e+lb)=lob and A~‘*(l,+l*+la+lb)=l,+b. 
Using Propositions 2.8 and 3.3 we deduce that T is a matrix Oh(T)-theory. 0 
Example 3.6. Rel, is the initial idempotent matrix S*-theory. We mention the 
equalities 
~~,~,~~={~~,I~l+~~l~~Cl~Ilj, 
C~,~,~l={~l~l+~,~~I~~Cl~II), 
(I;s>=f~{(l~l+~,j)I(~,j)~g} for_kReMa,c) and g~ReW,c), 
Cf,sl=fu{(~,l~l+~)l(~,~)~g} forf~W(c,4 and HW(c,b). 
Note that the operation u is just the union. 
Regarding the other data types given in the introduction in [l] we note the 
following. FnS is the initial S*-theory. PfnS is the initial pointed S*-theory. 
4. Another presentation of Rels 
We may obtain another Rel, presentation having in mind that for every a, beS * the 
finite set Rels(u, b) is freely generated as a semilattice with a least element by its 
singletons. It remains to see how to introduce the other operations. 
Note that in an idempotent matrix S*-theory, if we define r-T,-!: u+b for every 
i~[l~l] andjE[lbl] such that ui=bj by 
r~‘~=(~o1”~“ai~‘+I11,+~a”“~~““iR’)(Tb,+...+b,~,+lbj+Tb,+~+...+b,b,), 
then the following equalities may be proved: 
1.1. y!*b.y!*C=r?~c r,, J.k z,k. 
1.2. r~,,J.r~$ =O,,, ifjfu. 
1.3. Oo,b’r~,$=OU,E. 
1.4. rc;‘Ob,C=Oa,C. 
1.5. o,,b ’ Ob,c=Oa,c. 
2. lU=u{r~fliE[lal]}. 
3.1. r~~+r:;“v=r~;c,b+durp,;f,~~+v. 
c,d_ a+c,b+d 
3.2. oa,b+r,,“-rl,l+“,lbl+v~ 
3.3, r?*!‘+O, d=r?tC,*+d 
L,J I 1.J 
3.4. Oa,b+Oc,d=Oa+c,b+d. 
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Suppose that, for every a, &S*, (R(a, b), u, O,,,) is a semilattice with a least element 
and that, for every i~[lal] andjE[lbl] such that ai = bj, a distinguished element rc$ is 
given in R(a, b). We prefer in the sequel to work in the subsemilattice of R generated 
by r?j and Oa,b, denoted as P(u, b). Notice P(& a) = (O,,,} and P(u, 1,) = (O,,,}. Note 
that there is a unique function F: Rel,(u, b)-+P(u, b) such that F(fug)=F(f)uF(y), 
F(O,,b)=Oo,b and F({(i,j)})=rTj f or each iE[lul] andje[Ibl] with ui=bj, namely 
F(f)=u{r~~l(i,j)~f) forfERels(u,b). 
Suppose, moreover, that composition is defined in R, is distributive over u and the 
equalities 1.1-1.5 hold. Note that P is closed under composition. In P it may be 
proved that composition is associative and strict (i.e. for pEP(u,b)O,,.p=O,,b and 
pOb,,= O,,,) and, for every UES*, the morphism u{rTF I iE[ lull} is an identity; 
therefore, P is a category. Note that 0 1,1 = ln. Moreover, F is a functor. 
Suppose, moreover, that the sum is defined in R, is distributive over u and the 
equalities 3.1-3.4 hold. Note that P is closed under sum. It may be proved that P is an 
smc and F is an smc morphism. 
As Proposition 3S(iii) holds, we deduce from this proposition that P is a matrix 
theory. Moreover, as u is idempotent, P is idempotent. 
Putting together all the hypotheses that we have made on R we obtain another 
presentation for Rel,. 
5. Presentation using weaker sets of equations 
In this section we shall prove that in the presentation of the 16 finite relation types 
we may use a weaker set of equations even if the number of equations is higher. To do 
this we begin by developing the nonpermutable algebra. 
Definition 5.1. Let (N, +, e) be an nsmc. A subcategory of N is said to be a subnsmc if it 
has the same objects as N and if it is closed under sum. 
For a given set G of morphisms from an nsmc N, we denote by G the subnsmc 
generated by G. Note that a morphismfis in G if and only iffis a composite of a finite 
number, including 0, of morphisms of type l,+g+ lb, where g is in G. 
Lemma 5.2. Let N be an nsmc, f~N(u, b) and G a set of morphisms of N. 
(i) If g + 1, Pffor every g in G then h Pffor every h in c. 
(ii) IffP l,+g for every g in G then fP hfor every h in c. 
Proof. It is based on properties P2, P4 and P5 in Section 2. 0 
Proposition 5.3. Let N be an nsmc. If G is a set of morphisms of N such that 
for every object a and for every g and g’ in G, then G is an smc. 
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Proof. Let g be in G. For every g’ in G from g’+ l,+bPg we deduce from P3 that 
g’+ 1,P lb+g. From Lemma 5.2(i) we deducefP l,+g for everyfin G. 
From Lemma 5.2(ii) we deducefP h for everyfand h in G; hence G is an smc. 0 
The next concept, named birel in Ref. [S] in [l], is obtained from that of ssmc in the 
same way as the nsmc was obtained from the smc. 
Definition 5.4. An nsmc N is said to be an aa-rel if the morphisms yo,bE N(a + b, b + a) 
are given for every pair of objects a and b, satisfy B7, B8, B9 from Section 2 in [l] and 
(i) Yo,a p Yr,dr 
tii) Yb+c,a (l.+Yb.c)=(Yb,c+ la)Yc+b,a. 
Note that conditions (i) and (ii) are particular cases of B6 and BlO, respectively. 
Lemma 5.5. In an acr-rel N, $f~N(a, b) and gEN(c,d) satisfy the conditions 
(a) ~,,&+f)=(f+ lu)?b,ufor every object u, 
UN Y,,&+g)=(g+ hhd,ufor every object K 
then f P g implies g Pf: 
Lemma 5.6. In an ace-rel N, iff~N(a, b) and geN(c, d) satisfy the conditions 
(a) ~,,,(L+f)=(f+ lu)yb,“for every object 4 
(b) yU, v P g for every objects u and v, 
then f Pg implies f+ 1, P g for every object u. 
Proof. Applying P4 to y.,“Pg, L+f Pg and yu,bPg, we deduce y.,.(l.+f)y,,,Pg; 
therefore, f + 1, Pg. 0 
Lemma 5.7. In an act-rel N the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) Y&l,+f)=(f+ l,)yb,& for every fcN(a, b) and every object c; 
(ii) YO,C(g+f)=(l.+g)(f+ ldhb,dfOr eueryfEN(a,b) and geN(c,d). 
Proof. As (i) is a particular case of (ii), it suffices to prove that (i) implies (ii). Let 
fEB(a,b) and gEB(c,d). We deduce from (i) that y&g+ l,)=(l,+g)y,,d; therefore 
?,,,(g+f )=k(g+ l,)(ld+f )=(ln+g)Ys,d(ld+f )=kz+g)(f+ ld)Yb,d. q 
Definition 5.8. Let (N, +, e, y) be an aa-rel. A subnsmc of N is said to be a sub-aa-rel if 
it contains the morphisms yo,b. 
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Note that a morphism f of N is in the sub-aa-rel generated by a given set G of 
morphisms, denoted in the sequel by G*, iff f is a composite of a finite number of 
morphisms of type l,+g+ 1, with g in G or l,+~,,~+ 1,. 
Proposition 5.9. Let Gi, ie[n], be sets of morphisms of the act-rel N and 
G=GluG2u~~~uG,. If 
(i) ya, , P g for eoery g in G, 
(ii) gi P gj fbr every 1~ i <j < VI, gi in Gi and gj in Gj, 
(iii) vll,Jl,+g)=(g+ l,)y,,,for every object c and every g:a+b in G, 
then G* is an ssmc. 
Proof. Let G,, = {Y~,~ ( a and b are objects}. 
Let O<i< j< n, giEGi and gjeGj. From (i), (ii) and Definition .5.4(i) we deduce 
gi P gj. Using (iii) and Definition 5.4(ii) we may apply Lemma 5.5 to deduce gj P gi. 
Therefore, g P g’ for every g and g’ in GOuG. 
From Lemma 5.6 applied to g and g’ in G,uG we deduce g + 1, P g’ for every object 
a. Therefore, we may apply Proposition 5.3 to deduce that G* is an smc. 
Using Lemma 5.7 in G* we reduce the proof of the conclusion to the proof of the 
equality 
Y,J(l,+f)=( f+ l,)Y,,, 
for everyf: a+b in G*. 
Supposefis l,+g+ l,, where g:a+b is in G,,uG. Using Definition 5.4(ii) if g is in 
Go, or (iii) if g is in G, we deduce 
Y u+a+“,c(l,+(l”+g+l”))=(l,+Yo+“,c)(Y”,c+g+l”) 
=(l”+,+Y”,,)(l”+YW(l,+g)+ l,)(r.,c+ lb+“) 
=(l”+,+Y”,,)(l,+g+l,+“)(l”+Yb,c+ l”)(Y”,,+lb+“) 
=(lu+g+?u,c)(Yu+b,c +1”)=((1”+9+1”)+1,)~~+~+“,~. 
As everyfin G * is a composite of morphisms of type 1, + g + l,, with g in GOuG, an 
easy induction finishes the proof. 0 
Corollary 5.10. Let (N, +, e, y) be an au-rel. The least sub-ax-rel of N is an ssmc. 
Proof. Take n = 0 in the proposition. 0 
The morphisms for nsmc (aa-rel) are defined in the same way as the morphisms for 
smc (ssmc). It is easy to see that [l, Theorem 2.2 and Corollary 2.31 hold for act-rels 
too. Therefore, we may obtain another presentation for Bis using equations Bl-B5 
from the introduction in [l], B7-B9 from Section 2 in [l], the two equations from 
Definition 2.6 and Definition 5.4(i) and (ii). 
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The results for the other 15 data types may be obtained in the nonpermutable case 
too. We shall explain how to do it only for Rels (case d6). From this explanation the 
reader can see what to do for the other cases. 
Let (N, +, e, y) be an aa-rel. For every object a in N we suppose the morphisms 
V,~N(a+a,u), T,EN(~,u), I”EN(u,e) and A”~N(u,u+u) are given. The new fact is 
to introduce them in some order; we choose the above one. Let Gi = (V, ) a object in 
N}, GZ={T,Iu object in N}, Gs={l”lu object in N} and Gq={A’lu object in N}. 
By definition, N is a d&rel if the hypotheses of Proposition 5.9 hold [4 conditions for 
(i), 10 conditions for (ii) and 4 conditions for (iii)] and if the axioms A, A’, . . . , G and 
the 8 axioms of type SV from [l, Table l] (where 2 and ‘Xb are replaced by e and Y~,~, 
respectively) hold.’ 
By definition, a d&rel morphism is an uol-rel morphism which preserves the opera- 
tions V,,T,, I” and A”. 
Let B=(G1uG,uG3uG4)*. From [l, Proposition 1.93 we deduce that Bis an ssmc. 
Moreover, B is a db-ssmc. From [l, Theorem 6.41 we deduce that every monoid 
morphism h:S*-+Ob(N) has a unique extension to a d&rel morphism H:Rels-+N 
such that Oh(H)= h. As a corollary we deduce that Rels is initial in the category of 
d&rels N with Ob(M)=S* and of d&rel morphisms which preserves the objects. In 
this way we may obtain another presentation of Rels. 
6. Toward a nonpermutable algebra 
The classical algebra began with numbers. We may imagine another algebra 
beginning with finite relations. We believe that the finite relations lead to the 
symmetric strict monoidal categories in the same way as the numbers lead to 
commutative rings. Having in mind some models [grammar derivations (Ref. [3] in 
Cl]), flowchart scheme representations (Ref. [S] in Cl])] we may obtain nonpermut- 
able concepts which are connected to the concept of a strict monoidal category in 
a way similar to that in which the concepts of noncommutative algebra are connected 
to those of commutative algebra. 
In Definition 2.6 we have introduced such a concept, the nonpermutable strict 
monoidal category. The xy-rel concepts introduced in Section 5, even if they may be 
useful for the finite relation implementation, are not interesting from an algebraic 
viewpoint. 
In this section we introduce two other nonpermutable concepts and we prove 
a theorem to exemplify how the nonpermutable algebra works. 
Definition 6.1. An nsmc (N, +, e) is said to be symmetric (snsmc, for short) if for every 
object a and b the morphisms Y~,~EN(u + b, b + a) are given and satisfy B7, B8, B9 from 
1 Recently, Lafont [43 has shown how a Noetherian and confluent rewriting system for a&rel over a strict 
monoidal category may be obtained. It is interesting to see how this result may be extended to other cases. 
(The case cy seems to be complicated.) 
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Section 2 in [l] as well as 
(i) yO, b Pf for every morphism f; 
(ii) y,,,(l,+f)=(f+ l,)y,,, for everyfEN(a,b) and every object c. 
Note that every snsmc is an aa-rel. 
Let (N, +, e, y) be an snsmc. A morphism f of N is said to be basic if it is in the 
subnsmc of N generated by (Y~,~ 1a and b are objects}, i.e. iffis a composite of a finite 
number of morphisms of type l,+~~,~+ ld. Note that every basic morphism f is an 
isomorphism andf -i is basic too. 
In Ref. [S] in [l] we used the name ‘schematic M-birel’ for an snsmc N such that 
Oh(N)= M and ‘bimorphism’ for a basic morphism. 
By definition the snsmc morphisms satisfy the same condition as the ssmc 
morphisms. We note that for every snsmc N, every monoid morphism h: S*+ 
Oh(N) may be uniquely extended to an snsmc morphism H:Bis+N such that 
Oh(H)= h. 
Note that snsmc morphisms preserve basic morphisms. 
From Lemmas 5.5 and 5.6 we deduce that in an snsmc the relation P has the 
following properties: 
(P6) fPg implies g Pf; 
(P7) fP g implies f+ 1, Pg. 
Proposition 6.2. In an snsmc N, $fEN(a, b) or geN(c, d) is a basic morphism then 
(i) f Pg, 
(ii) Y.,Jg+f)=(f+g)Yb,d. 
Proof. To show (i), note that using P6 it suffices to prove it when f is basic., If 
f= l,+ yb,c + 1, we use in turn Definition 6.1 (i), P7 and P2 to deduce (i). For other 
basic morphisms the proof is by induction using P4. 
To obtain (ii) we use in turn Definition 6.l(ii), Lemma 5.7 and (i). 0 
Let (N, +, e, y) be an snsmc. We define another snsmc (K(N), +, e, y’) having the 
same monoid of objects as N by 
(1) K(N)(a,b)={(f;x)IfEN(a+x,b)} for every a and bin Oh(N), 
(2) (Jx)(g,y)=((f+l,)g,x+y) for (JxkK(N)(a,b) and (&y)EK(N)(b,c), 
(3) (Jx)+(g,y)=((l,+YC,X+l,)(f+g),x+y) for (Jx)EK(N)(a,b) and (g,y)c 
K(N)@&, 
(4) Yb,b=(Y.,b. e) for every a and b in Oh(N). 
It is easy to prove, using Proposition 6.2, that K(N) is an snsmc. We only men- 
tion that the identity morphism of the object a is (l,,e) and we denote it as usual 
by 1,. 
Note that I : N +K(N) defined for every morphismfin N by Z(f) = (f, e) is an snsmc 
morphism which preserves the objects. 
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In K(N), for every object a there exists a distinguished morphism T,=(l,, U)E 
K(N)(e, a) having the following properties: 
(i) T,=l,; 
(ii) T,+T,=T,+g 
(iii) (l,+T,)l(f)=(f;x) for every (f; x)~K(N)(a,b). 
Definition 6.3. An snsmc (B, +, e, y) is said to be &nsmc if for every object a there is 
a distinguished element T,eB(e, a) such that 
(1) T,=I,, 
(4 T,+Tb=T.+b, 
(3) fP T, for every morphism f and every object a in B. 
An a/?-snsmc morphism is an snsmc morphism which preserves the distinguished 
morphisms T,. 
Note that in an u/3-snsmc T,j =Tb for every basic morphism j: u+b. 
Lemma 6.4. For every snsmc morphism F: N-+B, if B is an a/?-snsmc then there is 
a unique snsmc morphism G:K(N)+B such that IG=F and G(T,)=T,,,, for every 
object a in M. 
Proof. The uniqueness of G and the definition of G follow from (iii): 
G(f;x)=(l,,,,+T,,,,)F(f) for every (.Lx)EK(N)(a,b). 
To prove IG = F we see that for every f~ N (a, b) 
G(~(f))=G(f,e)=(l,(,,+T,dF(f)=F(f). 
We deduce that G(L)= loco) and G(&,)=Y~(~),~(~). Note that G(T,)=(l.,,,+ 
T,,,,)F(l,)=T,,,,. 
If (5 x)EK(N)(a,b) and (g, ykK(N)(b,c) then 
G(f,x)G(g,y)=(l,,,,+T,,,,)F(f)(l,,,,+T,,,,)F(~) 
=(l~(a)+T~(x))(l~(a+x) +TFc#(~)+ l,o,)F(g) 
=(l~(.)+Tr(x+y) )F((f+ l,)g)= G((Xx)(g> y)). 
If (L&K(N)@, b) and (g, y)EK(N)(c,d) then 
G(f,x)+G(y,g)=(lF(,) +T,(,,)F(f)+(I,(,,+T,(,,)F(g) 
=(I,,,,+T,,,,+l,,,,+T,,,,)(F(f)+F(g)) 
=(I,,,,+l,,,,+T,,,,+T,,,,)(l,,,,+y,,,,,,,,,+l,,,,)F(f+g) 
=(l ~(.+c)+T~(x+y) )F((L+y,,.+ ly)(f+g)) 
=G((Lx)+(g,y)). 0 
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The wrong fact about K(N) is that it is not an a/I-snsmc. We may obtain an 
a/I-snsmc by a simple factorization of K(N). 
In K (N)(a, b) we define an equivalence relation - by (L x) - (g, y) if there is a basic 
morphism j~B(x, y) such that f=( 1, +j)g. Note that - is a congruence, i.e. if (f, x) 
-(g,y)inK(N)(a,b)and(f’,x’)-(g’,y’)inK(N)(b,c)then(f,x)(f’,x’)-(g,y)(g’,y’) 
in K(N)(a,c) and if(Jx)-(g,y) in K(N)(a,b) and (f’,x’)-(g’,y’) in K(N)(c,d) then 
(ix)+(f’, x’)-(g,y)+(g’,y’) in K(N)(u+c, b+d). Therefore, we may refer to the 
quotient snsmc K(N)/-. Let [ .] : K(N)+ K [N]/- be the factorization morphism. 
Note that the snsmc morphism [ .] preserves the objects. 
Theorem 6.5. If N is an snsmc then K (N )/ - is an up-snsmc. For every snsmc morphism 
F: N+ B, if B is an u/3-snsmc then there exists a unique up-snsmc morphism 
H: K(N)/ --+B such that I[.]H=F. 
Proof. By definition the distinguished morphism in K(N)/-(e, a) is T, = [TO]. As for 
every (f;x)~K(N)(u, b) and every object y of N we have 
(f,x)+Ty=(f+ly,x+y) 
and 
(1~+T,)((f,x)+1,)=((1,+~,,,)(f+L,)>y+x)> 
we deduce that [(f,x)] PT,; therefore, K(N)/- is an a/?-snsmc. 
Let F : N + B be an snsmc morphism, B an up-snsmc and G : K (N )- B as in Lemma 
6.4. Suppose (f, x)-(g, y) in K(N)@, b), i.e. there is a basic morphism jE N (x, y) such 
that f= (1, +j)g. Note that 
G(f,x)=(l,,,,+T,,,,)F(f)=(l,,,,+T,,,,F(J’))F(g)=(l,,,,+T,,,,)F(g) 
= G(y,g). 
Therefore, there is a unique snsmc morphism H: K(N)/- -+B such that [ ‘1 H = G. 
The remainder of the proof is obvious. 0 
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